SOLUTIONS
Website Packages

We provide complete website solutions.
Our packages include design, updates,
domain registry and setup of ftp, email
and web hosting.
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Web Brochure - Starting @ $300
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Basic Website - Starting @ $600
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Portfolio - Starting @ $1200
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Website Marketing

At Nexwrx we realize that it doesn't have to cost a
fortune to own an amazing website. Why should
you have to skimp on quality to get an affordable
site that does exactly what you need it to do?

All you want is a website that works

You just want a website that helps you do what
you need to do. Why does the web design process
have to be such a painful experience?

Up to 3 page website design with overview
of products or services with contact form.
1 DOMAIN | 3 PAGES | 2 EMAILS | 1 FTP

CMS - Starting @ $1600

Up to 15 page database driven website with
portfolio, slideshow and a contact form.
1 DOMAIN | 15 PAGES | 5 EMAILS | 1 FTP

E-Commerce - Starting @ $1800
Up to 12 products, dynamic website with
portfolio, slideshow and a contact form.
1 DOMAIN | 15 PAGES | 5 EMAILS | 1 FTP

Additionally, we provide an array of
add-on services, including: Marketing,
Web Analytics, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Rich Snippets and Responsive
Mobile Website Design.

We have heard countless horror stories
from our clients about their previous
experiences with web designers and
design firms.

Fixing other’s mistakes

We usually have the daunting task of
winning back our client’s trust and fixing
the previous guy’s mistakes.

CONTACT US TODAY
848-8-NEXWRX
OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
MARKETING.NEXWRX.COM

Up to 6 page website design, with services
overview, slideshow and a contact form.
1 DOMAIN | 6 PAGES | 3 EMAILS | 1 FTP

Up to 10 page website design, with
portfolio, slideshow and a contact form.
1 DOMAIN | 10 PAGES | 5 EMAILS | 1 FTP

We understand your frustration

Have you experienced....

If you can answer YES to any of these questions
about your previous experience, then Nexwrx can
help you.
• Failed to ask you how you wanted your site
designed and sold you a website that you hate?
• Sold you a website, but it's not even close to what
they promised and charged you double for it?
• Sold you a decent website, but decided to hold it
ransom, threatening to shut it down if you didn’t
pay for monthly maintenance?
• Sold you a mediocre website, then pulled a
‘Houdini’, leaving you with no access or ability to
make changes to it?
• Didn’t provide you with training or guides, and
now you have a site but no clue how to use it?

If you have experienced any of these
scenarios, fear not, Nexwrx is the company
you have been waiting for.

Considering a redesign?

So many companies and startups are
relaunching new websites and with good
reason. Technology is changing. Design
trends are coming and going. Even how
sites are used is changing. At times it is
necessary to redesign a website.

Finally, a fair, honest, skilled
and affordable, web design
company who care about me.

NEXWRX
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